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OVERVIEW

Understanding infrastructure as code

Having secure, properly configured cloud infrastructure is vital. Gartner 
estimates that at least 99% of cloud security failures through 2025 will 
be a result of customer actions or inactions, primarily resulting from 
cloud resource misconfiguration.1  And 36% of cloud professionals 
report experiencing a serious cloud data leak or breach from 
misconfigurations in the span of just one year, according to Sonatype.2  

Infrastructure as Code (IaC) has changed the game when it comes 
to provisioning cloud infrastructure. In a nutshell, IaC automates the 
provisioning of infrastructure through written, human-readable code, 
which enables teams to scale, automate, and reuse cloud deployment 
steps. Within the code are all the configurations for your cloud 
infrastructure: images/OS, compute, storage, networking, security, 
and more. This IaC, when executed, is sent to the cloud provider’s 
API to automate the provisioning. IaC is offered by providers such as 
Terraform from Hashicorp, AWS CloudFormation, or Kubernetes Helm. 
IaC represents a major improvement to the old way of deploying cloud 
infrastructure via hundreds of clicks in the user interface of a cloud 
provider, which is error-prone and does not scale, or writing custom, 
brittle code to provision infrastructure. 

CHALLENGES

IaC introduces risks

While IaC improves the deployment of cloud infrastructure, it also 
introduces security risks. If IaC contains insecure code, or even a 
missing line of code needed to secure infrastructure, that can introduce 
a misconfiguration that eventually makes its way into a production 
deployment across hundreds or thousands of systems where it could 
open an ingress point for an external threat and at a minimum would 
result in possibly hundreds of hours of time to remediate. An example of 
insecure IaC could be a cloud storage bucket inappropriately exposed 
to the public or a hard-coded, default password of “password” used in 
cloud systems.

Key Lacework IaC 
security benefits

Lacework infrastructure as 
code (IaC) security
Develop and run secure cloud infrastructure with Lacework

Establish secure 
and compliant cloud 
infrastructure

Reduce risk and 
remediation time/cost 
from IaC 

Empower developers  
to quickly find and fix  
IaC issues

Minimize workload and 
stress for security and 
DevOps teams
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Developers are traditionally tasked with writing IaC, and security teams 
want to shift security left to them so that security is performed as early 
as possible in the cloud deployment process. But the reality is that 
developers often are not experts in IaC or security configurations. Plus 
they, and DevOps in general, often prioritize writing code to generate 
revenue as opposed to ensuring that it is secure. All too often, developers 
introduce misconfigurations with security and compliance risks. Security 
teams are of limited help here as they typically lack the needed IaC 
and cloud knowledge and skills to review and secure IaC. As a solution, 
IaC security experts can be hired to do manual IaC review, but this is 
expensive, error-prone, and time-consuming. It can also slow down 
development, especially when the code is hundreds of lines long. 

ENTER LACEWORK

Coverage across every stage

Organizations need a better way to shift security left so developers 
are empowered to effectively write secure IaC earlier in the cloud 
infrastructure deployment process. That is, they need to shift left before 
issues in IaC can create downstream problems and misconfigurations 
in production that impact customers, lead to non-compliance and failed 
audits, and are more difficult to fix. 

Enter Lacework® IaC Security, or IaC Security, which automatically reviews 
and secures IaC as it is written, empowering developers to quickly identify 
and fix IaC issues. Per the diagram below that shows the chronological 
steps of cloud infrastructure deployment, IaC Security is the red box that 
shifts security left to the writing and review of IaC. 

The white boxes in the diagram represent other capabilities of the 
Lacework Polygraph® Data Platform that ensure you are protected 
at every stage of cloud deployment, including runtime. This post-IaC 
security is still necessary because after secure IaC creates infrastructure 
in production, there is always a chance that a well-intentioned insider or 
malicious external threat will change configurations to make a system 
insecure. And for compliance purposes, typically runtime, production 
systems and workloads need to be monitored, so the rest of the Lacework 
platform is essential for spotting misconfigurations or anomalies that 
represent a security threat or non-compliance. 

The challenges  
of IaC
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Protection at every stage of cloud 
infrastructure deployment

OUR APPROACH TO IAC SECURITY

Automatically review and secure IaC

Whether you use IaC from Terraform, AWS 
CloudFormation, or Kubernetes/Helm, Lacework can 
help. First, as shown in the three-step process in the 
diagram below, developers submit IaC (pull request or 
commit) to a source code repository, such as GitHub or 
GitLab, or to their CI/CD pipeline. Second, IaC Security 
automatically applies up to over 600 pre-built policies 
to check for misconfigurations or insecure code. When 
misconfigurations are found, IaC Security generates a 
violation that is shown in the IaC Security interface as 
well as within GitHub/Lab where the insecure IaC was 
checked in. The violation detail includes information 
and guided steps on how to fix the violation, as well as 
optional one-click auto-remediation or blocking, of the 
insecure IaC. And third, in the IaC Security user interface, 
security, compliance, and DevOps teams can view 

violations, reports, and dashboards.
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How Lacework IaC Security works

BENEFITS OF LACEWORK IAC SECURITY

Automation and scalability for developers and security

Lacework IaC Security empowers developers, DevOps, security, and site reliability engineering (SRE) teams to quickly 
help their organizations provision secure cloud infrastructure.

IaC Security requires no special skills to use. It removes the skills gap by automatically finding IaC misconfigurations or 
missing configurations, as well as giving guidance on fixes or auto-fixing issues. Since it allows IaC authors to quickly 
identify and fix IaC issues on their own and is embedded into their tools like GitHub or GitLab, it is easy for developers 
to use. Plus, it minimizes concerns for security teams, who no longer need to worry about insecure IaC or slowing down 
the development process with manual code review. 

(1) Developer 
submits IaC
(pull request 
or commit).

IInnffrraassttrruuccttuurree  aass  CCooddee  SSeeccuurriittyy

(2) IaC Security auto-
inspects code in Git or CI/CD 
and iimmmmeeddiiaatteellyy  rreettuurrnnss  
aaccttiioonnaabbllee  gguuiiddaannccee on 
violation fixes in the Git UI. 
Optional blocking and one-
click auto-fix.

In IaC Security UI, 
security, compliance, 
and DevOps teams can 
view violations, reports, 
and dashboards.

CCII//CCDDGGiitt
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Differentiators of Lacework IaC Security

Lacework IaC Security is differentiated versus other IaC security solutions. 
It offers fast time-to-value as it is SaaS-based with simple integration 
and configuration. It doesn’t need an agent or an installation, and there’s 
no complex CI/CD integration. Within a few minutes, IaC Security can 
start scanning and reviewing IaC repositories. And it’s easy to use, with 
automatic scanning capabilities and detail on violations written back into 
GitHub/GitLab for seamless remediation. Above all, Lacework IaC Security 
is part of the broader, comprehensive Lacework Polygraph Data Platform, 
which offers end-to-end cloud infrastructure protection during IaC 
writing, build time, and runtime. There’s no need for many point security 
solutions that add complexity and create silos of visibility.

Examples of 
misconfigurations IaC 
Security can identify

Lacework IaC Security conducts 
over 600 policy checks for potential 
misconfigurations. Policy categories 
include:

 · Compute 

 · Identity and access  
management (IAM)

 · Network policy

 · Databases

Some specific examples include:

 · Storage bucket left public

 · Hard-coded password

 · Open security groups

 · Lack of encryption-at-rest 
(database, bucket, etc)

Fast time  
to value

Ease  
of use

Platform

The benefits of Lacework IaC Security
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Figure 1: What IaC violations 

found automatically by IaC 

Security look like within GitHub

Figure 2: Detailed violation detail and one-click “fix now” option

Screenshots of 
Lacework IaC 
Security in action
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Figure 3: Dashboard for aggregated 

view of metrics and risk

Figure 4: Hundreds of policies with configurable severity levels can be applied to IaC
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Want to learn more about 
Lacework IaC security?

To learn more visit our website, or contact us to 
schedule a demo or speak with our sales team.

Summary

Adopting Lacework IaC Security is the next step on your 
shift-left journey. It automates the process of securing 
IaC, empowers developers to easily write secure code, 
and reduces risk and saves significant time by preventing 
cloud infrastructure misconfigurations prior to 
production. To experience the ease, automation, and fast 
time-to-value of delivering secure cloud infrastructure, 
get started with Lacework IaC Security today.

1  Gartner, “Is the Cloud Secure?,” 2019

2  Sonatype, “Cloud Security Concerns in 2021,” 2021
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